Practice makes perfect!

Project Leader: Heather Rennie
heatherjoyrennie@gmail.com

Learn how to write the Alphabet all over but
using a special pen that make the lines look
thin and thick all at the same time.

Calligraphy is the decorative art of writing; most people don’t know that
calligraphy is based on simple shapes. Once you learn the shapes it’s
easy, all you need to do is practice that shape to make it consistent.

Challenge:
Find a short saying, poem or a shorten song and using the proper techniques learn
how to write the saying in “Roman” (Book hand) Lettering.
o Beginners should only use a short phrase or short sentence.
o Intermediates and advanced can use longer sentences or poems.

Challenge Contact Information:
Heather Rennie art educator (for any question about art projects)
Email: heatherjoyrennie@oconto.k12.wi.us
Phone #: 920 – 846-3986

Preparing your project for the fair
Enroll in www.4honline.com add “Art” to projects list before April 30th
Premium book:
 Department 18 (Cultural Arts)
 Class B (Visual Arts & Crafts)
 Lot 81 (Prose and poetry) or another Lot under Calligraphy that would apply
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